Abstract. The existing semi-discretisation technique is extended for deriving a discrete-time analogue in the attempt to simulate the global exponential stability characteristics of a unique equilibrium point of a Cohen-Grossberg neural network (CGNN) with time-varying delays. Without assuming the symmetry of connection weight matrices and the boundedness and monotonicity of activation functions, a sufficiency condition given in the form of an Mmatrix is obtained for the convergence of the analogue towards the unique equilibrium point. The convergence requires no restriction on the size of the time-step and no additional stability conditions.
Introduction
Research activities focussing on the global (exponential) stability of Cohen-Grossberg neural network (CGNN) models [2] have grown rapidly over the years and many competitive results are found proposing new development into the design of the models. They include removing the symmetry of connection weight matrices, the boundedness and monotonicity of activation functions as well as the differentiability of stabilising functions so as to enable the networks addressing a large class of real problems [1, 5, 8, 10] .
We consider a CGNN model consisting of m elementary processing units (or neurons) whose state variables ( ) for , that is supplemented with an initial condition of the form
for , where the function ( ) 
The activation functions with satisfy the global Lipschitz continuous conditions given by 
( ,
whose components are governed by the algebraic system
Discrete-time analogues
A discrete-time analogue of the CGNN model (1.1) is derived by extending the semi-discretisation technique that has been successfully implemented for the digital simulations of additive neural networks, cellular neural networks, bidirectional associative memory networks and high-order neural networks with linear stabilising feedback terms [6, 7, 9, 11] . The analogue is given by n ∈ It is not hard to see that the analogue (2.1) for a fixed yields the CGNN model (1.1) for the corresponding if one allows . Moreover, the equilibrium point
governed by the same system (1.2).
The following model given by 
Global exponential stability
The following lemma establishes the existence of a unique equilibrium point of the analogue (2.1) under the sufficiency condition (3.1). The proof is based on constructing a continuous mapping that represents a homeomorphism on 
and . Then there is a unique solution for the algebraic system (1.2). into the analogue (2.1), one obtains 
One can verify that the functions ,
, in (3.2) satisfy the assumptions .
Due to the uniqueness of the point x * (a consequence of Lemma 3.1) and the equivalence between the two analogues (2.1) and (3.2), it is sufficed to investigate the exponential stability of the trivial point (i.e.,
, i
) of the analogue (3.2). Let us denote
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